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Summary
The wide-angle screen propagator for acoustic w ave
has been used for fast and accurate depth migration.
Compared with the conventional phase screen method,
the wideangle v ersion can give more accurate phase
and amplitude for models with large velocity con trast
and wide propagation angles. In this study, the wide
angle propagator is applied to 2D and 3D common
shot prestac k depth migrations of the SEG/EAEG
Salt Model. The model shows a number of challenging features to migration algorithms, e.g., strong velocity con trast and steep structures. Numerical results show that the new propagator gives signi cant
improvements for imaging sub-salt structures.

Introduction
The phase screen method is based on the one way wave
equation theory . It can be used as a high eciency
propagator for seismic migration (Sto a et al:, 1990;
Wu and Xie, 1994). The derivation of screen method
usually requires that the velocity perturbation is small
or the incident angle is small. Ho wever, real models
used in imaging practices may contain v ery large velocity con trasts. Under these situations, the con ventional phase screen method can give correct phase only
within a small scattering angle, and can not generate
satisfactory results. Sev eral attempts have been made
to improve the wide angle capabilit yof the screen
method. The PSPI method (Gazdag and Sguazzero,
1984) uses multi-reference velocities and then generate
the solutionusing in terpolations. The Fourier nitediference method (Ristow and Ruhl, 1994), wide angle
improvement method (Xie and Wu, 1998, 1999) and
the modi ed pseudo screen method (Jin, Wu and Peng
1998) all use nite-di erence method to improve the
screen solution. Using the Harmilton path integrals,
de Hoop et al: (1998) ga ve a general formulation for
screen method. Based on their formulation, the accurate solution can be obtained by summing higher order terms of series. Huang et al: (1998) suggested an
extended local Retyov method to improve the screen
solution.
In this paper, we will brie y describe the equations
of the wide angle screen propagator by Xie and Wu
(1998, 1999). Then w e will give 2D and 3D depth
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migration examples for synthetic data sets using the
wide angle propagator algorithm.

Brief description of the method
The propagating wave eld p(xT ; z) can be expressed

as a superposition of plane waves

x

p( T ; z )

=

Z

k (z; kT )eikT xT


d T

(1)

where xT = (x; y) and z are transv erse and depth coordinates, (z; kT )eikT xT is a plane wave component,
is the amplitude and kT is the transverse wavenumber. The propagator for plane wave amplitude can be
obtained by solving the equation on (Xie and Wu,
1998, 1999)
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where k0 = !=c0 is the background wavenumber, k0z
is the vertical component of k0 , a = 0:5 and b = 0:25
are P ad e expansion coecients, n is F ourier transform
of the refraction index c0 =c, c = c(xT ; z) is the velocity, c0 is the background velocity, and \" denotes the
convolution in wavenumber domain.
On the right hand side of the equation, there are
three terms. The rst term gives the phase shift
solution, rst tw o terms combined give the conventional phase screensolution. The last term modi es
the phase screen solution for wide angle incidence and
large perturbations.
Figure 1 compared the dispersion curv es of different approaches. Sho wnin this gure are vertical
w avenumber kz versus transverse w avenumber kT for
a plane wave penetrating a slab with constant velocity.
T o sho w the accuracy with large evlocity perturbation,
we chose reference velocity as half of the true velocity.
The velocity contrast c=c0 = 2:0 (i.e., 100% velocity
perturbations). The inner circle is the accurate dispersion curve. The outer circle is the dispersion curve in
the background velocity, i.e. the phase shift solution.
The dispersion curv e from the phase screen method
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where ps (xT ; z; !) and pr (xT ; z; !) are downw ard
propagated w ave from the source and downw ard
propagated time reversed eld from the receivers.
Mshot (xT ; z ) is the image from a singly shot, and
M (xT ; z ) is the stac ked image from all shots.
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Figure 1: Comparison betw een dispersions from different propagators. The velocity c = 2c0 (velocity
perturbation is 100% ). The vertical and horizon tal
coordinates are vertical and horizontal w avenum
bers,
Di erent curv es indicate di erent appro ximations.

= P fp(xT ; zi )g
(3)
With an iterative algorithm, the en tirew ave eld in
the (xT ; z) domain can be obtained. Both poststack
and prestac k migration involve bac k propagation of
the received re ection seismograms downward. With
time reverse, or equiv alently, the conjugate of spectra
of seismograms, the same forward propagator can be
used to calculate back propagations. F or common shot
prestac k migration, the imaging condition is
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giv es correct phase in the vertical direction but has
large errors at wide angles. The wide angle version
(marked with Pade approximation) using equation (2)
giv es much better results. As can be seen in the gure,
if w e optimize the parameters a and b, the result can
be further improved.
Equation (2) can be solved using di erent approac hes. A convolution in wavenumber domain can
be replaced with a high eciency multiplication in the
space domain. A fast duel domain algorithm can be
formed by calculating the rst term in the wavenumber domain and the second and third terms in space
domain (Xie and Wu, 1998). The process can be summarized into
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Figure 2: Comparison of 2D migration images using
di erent methods. F rom top to bottom are re ection
model, image using phase screen method, and image
using wide angle screen method, respectively.

T est migration of 2D data set
Figure 2 shows the result of prestack depth migration
of the 2D SEG/EAEG Salt Model. The synthetic data

Wide angle screen method
set consists of 325 shots, and each shot has 176 traces.
The trace length is 626 and the sampling rate is 8
ms. F rom the top to bottom are re ection model, image obtained using conventional phase screen method,
and image using wide angle screen method. Compared
with the phase screen result, the advantages of the
wide angle method are apparent. It gives better image
in sev eral places, including a better bottom re ector,
better images for steep structures above and below the
salt body, more accurate upper and low er boundaries
for the salt, etc.

Depth migration of 3D data set
Figure 3 shows the result of applying shot record migration with the wide angle screen correction for the
3D SEG/EAEG Salt Model. The data were generated by Sandia National Laboratory as part of the
Advanced Computational Technology Initiative (Ober
et al:, 1997). The dataset consists of a 5 x 9 shot array (45 shots) into a 201 x 201 receiver grid with 20m
receiver spacing. Shots are spaced 1000 m in X and
Y, and were selected to co ver appro ximately the same
region as the SEG/EAEG Salt Model C3 subset (Aminzadeh et al:, 1997). The input data are sampled at
8 ms with record length 4 sec, and usable frequency
bandwidth in the range 1 to 30 Hz.
The top panel of Figure 2 sho ws In-Line 242
(X=4820m) from the full velocity model, with Y coordinate ranging from 0 to 13500m. The middle panel
sho ws the result of migrating and stacking the rst
9 shots from the Sandia subset using a phase screen
propagator, also centered on In-Line 242. The Y coordinate ranges from 620 to 10620m. The bottom panel
shows the same In-Line with the migration using wide
angle propagator. Ev en with only nine shots,significant improvements in sub-salt structure can be seen
compared to the rst order phase screen. In particular, sediment re ectors that terminate under the salt
can be identi ed. Subsalt imaging for this model continues to be a challenge, but we expect to make signi cant improvements as w e ne-tune the numerical
implementation of the wide angle screen propagators.

Conclusions
The preliminary results from 2D and 3D shot gather
depth migrations using the wide angle version of the
screen method show some encouraging features. The
future work will be focused on reducing the noise level
and improving the image of sub-salt structure.
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Figure 3: Comparison of 3D migration images using di erent methods. F rom top to bottom are velocity model,
migration image using phase screen method, and image using wide angle screen method, respectively.
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